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Objectives:  Oct-Nov 2004 
1. Observe behavior of shortnose sturgeons 
encountering a vertical bar rack at 90º to 
flow. 
2. Determine impingement & entrainment (Im-
En) of yr-1, juv, adults on a vertical bar rack 
with 2 inch spacing in 1, 2, 3 ft/s mean 
approach velocities. 
3. Do preliminary observations on shortnose 
sturgeons use of a rack orifice (39” square) 
with no attraction velocity. 
Objectives 1 & 2 
# Fish @ Each Test Velocity  
 Test Fish   1’/s      2’/s     3’/s    
Cult. Yr-1    55     55       48  
 Cult. Juv (yr 2-4)   23     23       23  
 Wild Adults    12       12       12  
 Yr-1 & Juv exercised ~6h every 2-3 d   
Velocity = 1 - 2 ‘/s 
Mean Fish Size (FL) 
Yr-1  15.9” 
Juv  23.4” 
Adult 32.2” 
Observed Fish Movements at the Rack & 
Orifice Using Detection by 7 Antennas of 
TIRIS Tags injected in fish and 8-9 UW 
Video Cameras 
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   Bar rack (ft/sec) 
1 2 3 
      
Mean 1.2 2.0 2.6 
Med 1.2 2.1 2.7 
Min 0.8 1.3 1.5 
Max 1.6 2.4 3.1 
      
2 ft/sec 
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Bar Rack 
Flow 
     # Rack Encounters (Time) 
 Yr-1       361        (19.5 h) 
 Juv               324        (5 h) 
 Adults    208        (5.3 h) 
Fish Behavior at Rack 
1. Swim height before and after reaching, but 
not contacting the rack 
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(Fish that move up when first encountering rack) 
2. Body orientation approaching rack 
 
   # Obs.      % Tail-first 
Yr-1         356    89 
Juv          310    91 
Adult       208    89  
  
3. Side (left-right) on which fish 
first approached rack (all velocity 
regimes) 
 
86 % on Right side  
4. Distance (mean, max ft) yearlings moved 
left, right  or left + right in 1,2,3 ft/s 
Before Contact After Contact 
# obs mean (max)   # obs mean (max) 
1' / s 131 4.5 (29.5) 54 3.8 (21.7) 
2' / s 105 2.9 (18.0) 82 3.8 (50.5) 
3' / s 28 5.0 (37.1) 23 4.3 (27.2) 
• Juvenile and adult movements similar to Yr-1 
• Max adult movements > Yr-1 or juv (max adult 
movement = 503’) 
Yr-1 Impingement/Entrainment 
% = TIRIS detected fish / fish raked off  
rack after 10 min, or fish behind rack after test 
                           Impinged       Entrained  Combined 
          N #  % #  % #  % 
1’ / s  41 0  0 2  4.8 2  4.8 
2’ / s  32 0  0 5  15.6 5  15.6 
3’ / s  19 7  36.8 7  36.8 14  73.7 
 
  
No Juv or Adult impinged or entrained 
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Behavior of 6 Yr-1 fish at Orifice (39 
tested; 15.5% used orifice)  
 
1.  83% Tail-first Approach  
2. Swim height < 12 “ 
3.  Approach Direction: L (32%); R (50%); C 
(17%) 
4.  Behavior in Orifice: thru (67%); in-out-thru 
(33%) 
 
 Juv (n=7; 29.2 %)-55% tail-first; all < 12 “; L=0, 
R=43%, C=57%; thru (33%), in-out (67%) 
 Adult (n=0)              
  
Conclusions 
 
1. Sturgeons approached rack near the 
bottom and tail-first. 
2. At rack, typical short searching 
movement L or R until contacting rack.  
3. Yr-1 Im-En was 16% at 2 ft/s & 74% 
at 3 ft/s; need ≤ 2 ft/s velocity; Juv-
Adults avoided Im-En at 2 or 3 ft/s. 
4. Some Yr-1 & Juv used orifice w/o 
attraction velocity, no adult did.  
 
 
The End 
 
Thanks for your attention! 
